ELECTRONIC RESOURCES

American Law Institute -- Catalogs -- Databases.
AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE LIBRARY [ELECTRONIC RESOURCE].

Uniform state laws -- Databases.
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS - ARCHIVE
PUBLICATIONS [ELECTRONIC RESOURCE].
KF165 .A2.
FICTION

Frankenstein (Fictitious character) -- Fiction.
Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft, 1797-1851.
FRANKENSTEIN, OR, THE MODERN PROMETHEUS/MARY SHELLEY; WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY WENDY LESSER.
PRINT RESOURCES

Acquisitions (Libraries) -- United States -- Periodicals.
AGAINST THE GRAIN.
Charleston, SC: Katina Strauch, c1989-
Z689.5.U6 A33.

African Americans -- Civil rights -- Southern States -- History -- 20th century.
Walker, Anders.
THE GHOST OF JIM CROW: HOW SOUTHERN MODERATES USED BROWN V. BOARD
OF EDUCATION TO STALL CIVIL RIGHTS.
E185.61 .W17 2009.

African American judges--Texas--Biography
Payne, Darwin.
QUEST FOR JUSTICE: LOUIS A. BEDFORD JR. AND THE STRUGGLE FOR EQUAL
RIGHTS IN TEXAS/DARWIN PAYNE; FOREWORD BY W. MARVIN DULANEY;
AFTERWORD BY AMILCAR SHABAZZ.
1st ed.

Bankruptcy -- United States -- Popular works.
Elias, Stephen.
HOW TO FILE FOR CHAPTER 7 BANKRUPTCY/BY STEPHEN ELIAS, ALBIN
RENAUER, & ROBIN LEONARD.
16th ed.

Bankruptcy -- United States.
Light, David J.
DISCHARGING STUDENT LOANS IN BANKRUPTCY.
4th ed.

Biotechnology industries -- Law and legislation -- United States.
BIOTECHNOLOGY AND THE LAW/HUGH B. WELLONS ... [ET AL.].
Church and state -- United States.
Drakeman, Donald L.
CHURCH, STATE, AND ORIGINAL INTENT.

Church and state -- United States.
Lane, Frederick S., 1963-
THE COURT AND THE CROSS : THE RELIGIOUS RIGHT'S CRUSADE TO RESHAPE
THE SUPREME COURT.

Civil rights -- United States.
Horwitz, Joshua, 1963-
GUNS, DEMOCRACY, AND THE INSURRECTIONIST IDEA/JOSHUA HORWITZ AND
CASEY ANDERSON.

Computer adaptive testing.
Belov, Dmitry.
DETECTION OF ANSWER COPYING VIA KULLBACK-LEIBLER DIVERGENCE AND
K-INDEX/DMITRY I. BELOV, RONALD D. ARMSTRONG.

Constitutional history -- United States.
Gibson, Alan Ray, 1961-
INTERPRETING THE FOUNDING: GUIDE TO THE ENDURING DEBATES OVER THE
ORIGINS AND FOUNDATIONS OF THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC.
2nd ed., rev. and expanded.
Lawrence, Kan.: University Press of Kansas, c2009.

Constitutional law -- United States.
Richards, David A. J.
FUNDAMENTALISM IN AMERICAN RELIGION AND LAW: OBAMA'S CHALLENGE TO
PATRIARCHY'S THREAT TO DEMOCRACY.
Contracts -- United States -- Cases.
CONTRACT LAW AND PRACTICE/GERALD E. BERENDT ... [ET AL.].
2nd ed.

Contracts -- United States -- Cases.
Fuller, Lon L. (Lon Luvois), 1902-1978.
BASIC CONTRACT LAW/BY LON L. FULLER, MELVIN ARON EISENBERG.
5th ed.
KF801.A7 F824 1990.

Court rules -- Oklahoma.
OKLAHOMA COURT RULES AND PROCEDURE, KEYRULES. VOLUME IIA, FEDERAL.
[Eagan, Minn.]: West, c2009-
KFO1729 .A197.

Courts -- United States -- Public opinion.
THE MOST DANGEROUS BRANCH : THE JUDICIAL ASSAULT ON AMERICAN CULTURE/EDITED BY EDWARD B. MCLEAN.

Criminal law -- History -- To 1500.
CRIME, LAW, AND SOCIETY IN THE LATER MIDDLE AGES/SELECTED SOURCES TRANSLATED AND ANNOTATED BY ANTHONY MUSSON WITH EDWARD POWELL.

Criminal procedure -- Illinois.
DEFENDING ILLINOIS CRIMINAL CASES, 2010/GENERAL EDITOR, THOMAS A. LILIEN;
CHAPTER AUTHORS, ANNA M. AHRONHEIM ... [ET AL.].
Springfield, IL: Illinois Institute for Continuing Legal Education, c2010-

Death row inmates--North Carolina
Temple, John, 1969-
THE LAST LAWYER: THE FIGHT TO SAVE DEATH ROW INMATES.
Discrimination in housing -- Illinois -- Chicago.

KFI1660.5 D5 H6.

Discrimination in justice administration -- United States.
Wax, Amy (Amy L.).


Domestic relations -- Periodicals.

Drunk driving -- Illinois.
ILLINOIS DUI LAW AND PRACTICE GUIDEBOOK. [Eagan, Minn.]: West, c2009-
KFI1497.8 .I455.

Educational law and legislation -- United States.
KF4119 .F76 2009.

Elections -- United States.

Eminent domain -- United States.
Scott, Kyle, 1977-
Environmental law -- Cases.
Houck, Oliver A.
TAKING BACK EDEN: EIGHT ENVIRONMENTAL CASES THAT CHANGED THE WORLD.

Environmental law -- United States -- Popular works.
Rychlak, Ronald J.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW/RONALD J. RYCHLAK, DAVID W. CASE.

Evidence, Expert -- United States.
Lubet, Steven.
EXPERT TESTIMONY: A GUIDE FOR EXPERT WITNESSES AND THE LAWYERS WHO EXAMINE THEM/STEVEN LUBET, ELIZABETH I. BOALS.
2nd ed.
KF8961 .L8 2009.

Evidence (Law) -- United States.
FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE HANDBOOK: INCLUDING FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE AND ALL AMENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE EFFECTIVE THROUGH NOVEMBER 1, 2009: ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTES TO THE FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE AND THE AMENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE: SELECTED LEGISLATIVE HISTORY: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO RULE 804(B)(3): PROPOSED FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE RELATING TO PRIVILEGE/PUBLISHER'S STAFF.
2009-10 ed.
KF8931.5 .F43 2009.

Evolution (Biology) -- Religious aspects -- Christianity.
Singham, Mano.
GOD VS. DARWIN: THE WAR BETWEEN EVOLUTION AND CREATIONISM IN THE CLASSROOM.
Federal government -- United States.
Shortell, Christopher, 1975-.
RIGHTS, REMEDIES, AND THE IMPACT OF STATE SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY.

Federal government -- United States -- History.
LaCroix, Alison L.
THE IDEOLOGICAL ORIGINS OF AMERICAN FEDERALISM.

Finance, Public -- Illinois -- Accounting -- Periodicals.
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL/AUDITOR GENERAL, STATE OF ILLINOIS.
Springfield: The Office, 1996-
HJ9844 .A23a.

Financial institutions -- State supervision -- United States.

Food law and legislation -- United States.
O'Reilly, James T., 1947-.
A CONSUMER'S GUIDE TO FOOD REGULATION & SAFETY.
KF3875 .O74 2010.

Foreclosure -- United States -- Prevention.
CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT PANEL OCTOBER OVERSIGHT REPORT: AN ASSESSMENT OF FORECLOSURE MITIGATION EFFORTS AFTER SIX MONTHS.

Foreclosure -- Illinois.
ILLINOIS MORTGAGE FORECLOSURE PRACTICE 2010/GENERAL EDITORS, WILLIAM J. ANAYA, GARY R. GEHLBACH ; CHAPTER AUTHORS, WILLIAM J. ANAYA ... [ET AL.].
Springfield, Ill.: Illinois Institute for Continuing Legal Education, 2010-
KFI1330.5.F6 I4 2010.
FORECLOSURE MITIGATION UNDER THE TROUBLED ASSET RELIEF PROGRAM:
FIELD HEARING BEFORE THE CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT PANEL, ONE
HUNDRED ELEVENTH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION: HEARING HELD IN
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA ON SEPTEMBER 24, 2009.

Forensic oratory.
Waicukauski, Ronald J.
THE 12 SECRETS OF PERSUASIVE ARGUMENT/RONALD WAICUKAUSKI, PAUL
MARK SANDLER, AND JOANNE EPPS.

Freedom of religion -- United States.
Shiffrin, Steven H., 1941-
THE RELIGIOUS LEFT AND CHURCH-STATE RELATIONS.

Freedom of expression -- United States -- Cases.
Bezanson, Randall P.
ART AND FREEDOM OF SPEECH.

Gay rights -- United States.
Mezey, Susan Gluck, 1944-
GAY FAMILIES AND THE COURTS: THE QUEST FOR EQUAL RIGHTS.
KF4754.5 .M49 2009.

Gays -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- United States.
Nussbaum, Martha Craven, 1947-
FROM DISGUST TO HUMANITY: SEXUAL ORIENTATION AND CONSTITUTIONAL.
KF4754.5 .N87 2010.
General Motors Corporation -- Finance.
OVERSIGHT OF TARP ASSISTANCE TO THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY: FIELD HEARING BEFORE THE CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT PANEL, ONE HUNDRED ELEVENTH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION, HEARING HELD IN DETROIT, MICHIGAN, JULY 27, 2009.

Habeas corpus -- Great Britain -- History.
Halliday, Paul D. (Paul Delaney), 1961-
HABEAS CORPUS: FROM ENGLAND TO EMPIRE.

Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority -- Periodicals.
ANNUAL REPORT/ILLINOIS CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION AUTHORITY.
Chicago, Ill.: The Authority, 1996-
KFI1762 .I432.

Instructions to juries -- Mississippi -- Forms.
MISSISSIPPI CIVIL JURY INSTRUCTION COMPANION HANDBOOK/BY MISSISSIPPI JUDICIAL COLLEGE.
Eagan, MN: West, c2009-
KFM7142.6.A65 M57.

Intellectual property infringement -- History.
Johns, Adrian.
PIRACY: THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY WARS FROM GUTENBERG TO GATES.

International law -- Philosophy.
Posner, Eric A.
THE PERILS OF GLOBAL LEGALISM.
International Criminal Court.
DEFINING THE CASE AGAINST AN ACCUSED BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT: WHOSE RESPONSIBILITY IS IT?/WAR CRIMES RESEARCH OFFICE.
KZ6310 .D44 2009.

Judges -- United States.
Tamanaha, Brian Z.
BEYOND THE FORMALIST-REALIST DIVIDE: THE ROLE OF POLITICS IN JUDGING.

Law examinations -- United States.
Dernbach, John C., 1953-
WRITING ESSAY EXAMS TO SUCCEED IN LAW SCHOOL (NOT JUST TO SURVIVE).
3rd ed.

Labor laws and legislation -- United States -- Periodicals.
ABA JOURNAL OF LABOR & EMPLOYMENT LAW.
Chicago, IL: American Bar Association, Section of Labor and Employment Law, c2009-
K1 .B44.

Law -- United States -- History.
Hoffer, Peter Charles, 1944-
A NATION OF LAWS: AMERICA'S IMPERFECT PURSUIT OF JUSTICE.
KF352 .H64 2010.

Law -- Methodology.
Alexy, Robert Werner.
THEORY OF LEGAL ARGUMENTATION: THE THEORY OF RATIONAL DISCOURSE AS THEORY OF LEGAL.

Law schools -- Political aspects.
STAKEHOLDERS IN THE LAW SCHOOL/EDITED BY FIONA COWNIE.
K100 S73 2010.
Law -- United States -- Periodicals -- Bibliography.
Kerr, Catherine L.
ANNUALS AND SURVEYS APPEARING IN LEGAL PERIODICALS: AN ANNOTATED LISTING/COMPILED BY CATHERINE L. KERR & JOY HUMPHREY.
2009 revision.
Buffalo, N.Y.: W.S. Hein & Co., 2009-

Law -- United States -- Methodology.
Braman, Eileen.
LAW, POLITICS, & PERCEPTION: HOW POLICY PREFERENCES INFLUENCE LEGAL REASONING.

Law students -- United States -- Statistics.
Silver, Carole, 1956-
AGENTS OF GLOBALIZATION IN LAW : PHASE 1.

Lawyers -- United States.
Morgan, Thomas D.
THE VANISHING AMERICAN LAWYER.

Lawyers -- Ontario -- Toronto -- Longitudinal studies.
Hagan, John, 1946-
THE MASCULINE MYSTIQUE: LIVING LARGE FROM LAW SCHOOL TO LATER LIFE/JOHN HAGAN, FIONA KAY.

Lawyers--United States--Biography
Ziontz, Alvin J.
A LAWYER IN INDIAN COUNTRY: A MEMOIR/ALVIN J. ZIONTZ; FOREWORD BY CHARLES WILKINSON.
Lawyers -- United States -- Statistics.
AFTER THE JD II: SECOND RESULTS FROM A NATIONAL STUDY OF LEGAL CAREERS.
Chicago, IL: American Bar Foundation; Dallas, TX: NALP Foundation for Law Career Research and Education, c2009.
KF301 .A33 2009.

Legal research -- North Carolina.
Childs, Scott.
NORTH CAROLINA LEGAL RESEARCH GUIDE/BY SCOTT CHILDS & NICK SEXTON. 2nd ed.

Legal composition.
Armstrong, Stephen V.
THINKING LIKE A WRITER: A LAWYER'S GUIDE TO WRITING AND EDITING/STEVEN V. ARMSTRONG, TIMOTHY P. TERRELL. 3rd ed.
New York City: Practising Law Institute, c2009.
KF250 .A76 2009.

Legal ethics -- Illinois.
ILLINOIS RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT OF 2010/ATTORNEY REGISTRATION AND DISCIPLINARY COMMISSION OF THE SUPREME COURT OF ILLINOIS.
Springfield, IL.: [ Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Committee of the Supreme Court of Illinois], 2010.
KFI1276.5 .I46 2010.

Legal composition.
Clark, Jessica L.
SCHOLARLY WRITING: IDEAS, EXAMPLES, AND EXECUTION/JESSICA L. CLARK, KRISTEN E. MURRAY.

Lyon, Andrea D.
Lyon, Andrea D.
ANGEL OF DEATH ROW: MY LIFE AS A DEATH PENALTY DEFENSE LAWYER/ANDREA D. LYON; [FOREWORD BY ALAN M. DERSHOWITZ].
Marriage counseling -- United States.
Davis, Rebecca L. (Rebecca Louise), 1975-
MORE PERFECT UNIONS: THE AMERICAN SEARCH FOR MARITAL BLISS.
HQ10.5.U6 D38 2010.

Mining law -- United States.
Burke, D. Barlow, 1941-
THE LAW AND REGULATION OF MINING: MINERALS TO ENERGY / BARLOW BURKE, ROBERT BECK.

Navajo courts.
Austin, Raymond Darrel.
NAVAJO COURTS AND NAVAJO COMMON LAW: A TRADITION OF TRIBAL SELF-GOVERNANCE/RAYMOND D. AUSTIN; FOREWORD BY ROBERT A. WILLIAMS, JR.
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, c2009.

Obscenity (Law) -- United States.
Fairman, Christopher M.
FUCK: WORD TABOO AND PROTECTING OUR FIRST AMENDMENT LIBERTIES.
Naperville, Ill.: Sphinx Pub., 2009.

Patent laws and legislation -- United States.
Tancs, Linda A.
UNDERSTANDING PATENT LAW: A BEGINNER'S GUIDE.

Political ethics--United States
Gormley, Ken.
THE DEATH OF AMERICAN VIRTUE: CLINTON VS. STARR.
1st ed.
Privacy, Right of -- United States -- History.
Lane, Frederick S., 1963-
AMERICAN PRIVACY: THE 400-YEAR HISTORY OF OUR MOST CONTESTED RIGHT.

Privacy.
Solove, Daniel J., 1972-
UNDERSTANDING PRIVACY.

Same-sex marriage -- Law and legislation -- United States.
MORAL ARGUMENT, RELIGION, AND SAME-SEX MARRIAGE: ADVANCING THE PUBLIC GOOD/EDITED BY GORDON A. BABST, EMILY R. GILL, AND JASON PIERCESON.

Scott, Dred, 1809-1858 -- Trials, litigation, etc.
Greenberg, Ethan, 1957-
DRED SCOTT AND THE DANGERS OF A POLITICAL COURT.
KF228.S27 G74 2009.

Small business -- Wisconsin -- Finance.

State governments -- Officials and employees -- United States -- Directories.
THE COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS STATE DIRECTORY. DIRECTORY 1, ELECTIVE OFFICIALS 2009.
JK2495 S74 2009.

Tax courts -- United States.
Howard, Robert M., 1956-
GETTING A POOR RETURN: COURTS, JUSTICE, AND TAXES.
Torts -- United States.
Shapo, Marshall S., 1936-
PRINCIPLES OF TORT LAW.
3rd ed.
St. Paul, Minn.: West, c2010.

Trials (Naval offenses) -- Great Britain.
NAVAL COURTS MARTIAL, 1793-1815/EDITED BY JOHN D. BYRN.

Troubled Asset Relief Program (U.S.) -- Management.

Troubled Asset Relief Program (U.S.).
CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT PANEL NOVEMBER OVERSIGHT REPORT: GUARANTEES AND CONTINGENT PAYMENTS IN TARP AND RELATED PROGRAMS.

Troubled Asset Relief Program (U.S.) -- Management.

United States -- History -- Outlines, syllabi, etc.
Bancroft, Charles.
THE FOOTPRINTS OF TIME: AND A COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF OUR AMERICAN SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT, WITH A CONCISE HISTORY OF THE ORIGINAL COLONIES AND OF THE UNITED STATES, IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER; FACTS AND STATISTICS FROM OFFICIAL SOURCES/BY CHARLES BANCROFT. LEGAL FACTS AND FORMS/BY J.C. POWER.
Holmes Beach, Fla: Gaunt Inc., 2009.
United States. Supreme Court -- History.
Burns, James MacGregor.
Packing The Court: The Rise of Judicial Power and The Coming Crisis of The Supreme Court.

United States. Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court and the Idea of Constitutionalism/Edited by Steven Kautz ...[Et Al.].
KF5130 .S87 2009.

United States. Supreme Court -- History -- 20th century.
Shesol, Jeff.
Supreme Power: Franklin Roosevelt vs. The Supreme Court.
1st ed.

United States -- Race relations.
Brooks, Roy L. (Roy Lavon), 1950-
Racial Justice in the Age of Obama.

United States. Supreme Court -- History.
Mannino, Edward F.
Shaping America: The Supreme Court and American Society.

Victims of crimes -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- United States.
Crime Victim Rights and Remedies/Peggy M. Tobolesi ... [et al.].
2nd ed.
KF9763 .T63 2010.

Video recordings -- Fair use (Copyright) -- United States.
Hilderbrand, Lucas, 1975-
Inherent Vice: Bootleg Histories of Videotape and Copyright.
War and emergency powers -- United States.
DiPaolo, Amanda, 1979-
ZONES OF TWILIGHT: WARTIME PRESIDENTIAL POWERS AND FEDERAL COURT DECISION MAKING.

Water-supply -- Law and legislation -- United States.
NAVIGATING GOVERNMENT WATER RIGHTS ISSUES: LEADING EXPERTS ON IMPROVING WATER QUALITY, RESOLVING WATER DISPUTES, AND ALLOCATING WATER SUPPLIES FOR USERS/RICHARD LEOPOLD ... [ET AL.].

Water resources development -- Law and legislation -- Colorado River Valley (Colo.-Mexico).
Hundley, Norris.
WATER AND THE WEST: THE COLORADO RIVER COMPACT AND THE POLITICS OF WATER IN THE AMERICAN WEST.
2nd ed.

Wife abuse -- Ohio -- Case studies.
DeKeseredy, Walter S., 1959-
DANGEROUS EXITS: ESCAPING ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIPS IN RURAL AMERICA/WALTER S. DEKESEREDY AND MARTIN D. SCHWARTZ.

Women lawyers -- United States.
Blakely, Susan Smith, 1946-
BEST FRIENDS AT THE BAR: WHAT WOMEN NEED TO KNOW ABOUT A CAREER IN THE LAW.